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2.?Law of Property and Obligations
The Japan Association of Private Law held its 82nd General Meeting at 
Tohoku University on October 13 and 14, 2018
?  For reports, workshop and symposium on commercial law, see 6 
Commercial Law
First Day:
Reports:
First Section:
1. “Impossibility in Germany”
 Hirofumi Ohara ?Associate Professor, Chukyo University?
2. “Connectedness of Mutual Contracts and Principle of Security – 
Focusing on the Suspension of Performance in France”
 Takatsugu Iwakawa ?Assistant Professor, Hokkaido University?
3. “A Study on the Division and Transfer of Non-exempt Assets – 
Referring to Theories on the Concept of ‘Patrimoine’ in France”
 Yohei Komine ?Assistant Professor, Hitotsubashi University?
4. “Intent of the Mandator and Right of the Mandatory”
 Tomomi Otsuka ?Assistant Professor, Sophia University?
5. “On the Concept of Distribution in the Structure of the Partnership 
Property”
 Hidefumi Hirano ?Assistant Professor, Chiba University?
Second Section:
1. “A Study on the Civil Protection of Privacy and Self-determination in a 
Cyber Society – Referring to the U. S.”
 Kazumasa Kakumoto ?Associate Professor, Ritsumeikan University?
2. “A Study on the Temporal Extension of Contractual Liabilities – On the 
Effects after Termination of Contract”
 Tetsuya Hasuda ?Associate Professor, Hakuoh University?
3. “Development of Policing Standardized Agreements in Labor 
Contracts in Germany – Introductory Survey for the General Rule of 
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Standardized Agreements”
 Keiko Ishigami ?Associate Professor, Osaka University of Economics 
and Law?
4. “A New Theory of Contractual Liability on Medical Errors”
 Tetsuro Hirano ?Professor, Ritsumeikan University?
Expanded Workshop:
“Earthquake Disaster / Accident of Nuclear Power Plants and Tort Law”
?Chairperson: Atsumi Kubota ?Professor, Kobe University?
?Nobuhisa Segawa ?Professor Emeritus, Hokkaido University?
?Reporter: Shigeto Yonemura ?Professor, University of Tokyo?
?Tadashi Otsuka ?Professor, Waseda University?
?Kenji Shimoyama ?Professor, Nagoya University?
?Nobuhisa Segawa ?Professor Emeritus, Hokkaido University?
Second Day:
Symposium:
Mandatory Law and Directory Law – Especially on Law of 
Property and Contract
Chairperson: Koji Ohmi ?Professor, Waseda University?
Atsushi Omura ?Professor, University of Tokyo?
?1? Introduction
 Koji Ohmi ?Professor, Waseda University?
?2? Formation and Development of the Concept of Quasi-mandatory Law
 Kumiko Tsubaki ?Professor, Meiji University?
?3? Mandatory Nature of Provisions in Property Law
 Hiroyuki Kawachi ?Professor, Meiji University?
?4? Mandatory Law and Directory Law in Cases
 Norikazu Ashino ?Professor, Toyo University?
?5? Legal Acts in Violation of Soft Law – Analysis of Cases on Acts in 
Violation of Guidelines
 Noriyuki Aoki ?Professor, Waseda University?
?6? Mandatory Law and Directory Law from the Perspective of the 
Practice
 Akimitsu Takai ?Lawyer?
?7? Instructive Function ?Leitbildfunktion? of Directory Law
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 Shoji Kawakami ?Professor, Aoyamagakuin University?
Commentator: Toshio Tsubaki ?Doctor of Laws, Kyoto University?
3.?Family Law
1.?Young Scholar’s Colloquium:
“Freedom of Decision of a Right-Holder of a Legally Reserved Portion and 
its Limitation in German Laws”
Fumika Takeji ?Doctoral Program, Graduate School at Doshisha 
University?
2.? Symposium: “Laws of Matrimonial Property: Possibility and its 
Limitation under the Present System”
?1? “Aim of the Symposium”
 Hiroe Moriyama ?Professor, Osaka City University?
?2? “The Changing Property of Matrimony and Families from the 
Viewpoint of Family Sociology”
 Junya Tutui ?Professor, Ritsumeikan University?
?3? “The Matr imonia l Proper ty Sys tem f rom the V iewpo in t o f 
Constitutional Law”
 Junji Annen ?Professor, Chuo University?
?4? “The Actual Situation and Treatment for Disputes on Matrimonial 
Property in Practice”
 Michiko Maki ?Judge, Osaka Family Court?
?5? “Theoretical Problems of Matrimonial Property from the Viewpoint of 
Property Law”
 Mika Yokoyama ?Professor, Kyoto University?
?6? “The Possibility of Dealing with Problems under the Present System 
and its Limitation”
 Fumiko Tsuneoka ?Professor, Yokohama National University?
?7? “Comment 1”
 Michiko Kanazumi ?Lawyer, Tokyo Bar Association?
?8? “Comment 2”
